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The earth’s energy balance  
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What’s wrong with the picture?

In the picture before there is 

1) No evaporation

2) No energy input/source in the ground 



Radiative forcing 1750 - 2005



Total anthropogenic radiative 

forcing relative to 1750

To be compared with 342 W/m2



Cloud optical thickness

M. Sporre 2009
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Dropplet size



Condensation trails







Seen from above





Green house gases

• How do the work?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infrared_spectroscopy

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infrared_spectroscopy


No greenhouse effect



With greenhouse effect



Koldioxidutsläpp per capita



CO2 emmisions



The atmosphere’s vertical structure
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Tropiska orkaner i USA



Tropiska orkaner i USA



C. Johansson

EWEC 

London 2004

Energy content of the wind, 

Scandinavia

± 10%± 20%

No significant trend can be found!
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The earth’s atmosphere

D=32 cm

scale1:40106

1 mm



What is air?

Clean and dry air at ground level

Nitrogen (N2) 78.09

Oxygen (O2) 20.95%

Argon (Ar) 0.93%

Carbondioxide 0.037%, methan, ozone, CFC

+     water vapour varies between 0 - 4%



Heat conducting, radiation and convection



Solar spectrum



Wave length distribution

Solar radiation terrestrial radiation



How warm is the earth?

Assuming that the absorption and 

the emission is in balance

Incoming radiation        outgoing radiation

a = albedo, the amount of radiation that are reflected (%) 

S
R

The earth is 

assumed  

grey body 

  422 41 TRSRa  
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 What is wrong?



The atmospheric window

11 km

Ground level

Solar radiation

S=1370 W/m2



Distribution of light



Radiation balance

Solar radiation
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Ocean currents



The general circulation

Assume that:

1. The earth is 

coverd by 

water

2. No tilt

3. No rotation



The wind will 

oppose the earth’s 

rotation

Assume that:

1. The earth is 

coverd by 

water

2. No tilt

3. No rotation



The  general circulatio
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Distribution of air pressure, January



Distribution of air pressure, July 



Variations in the earth’s temperature

Air temperature in Antarctica
Diff. from 

present temp.

Year befor 

present

From ice cores



Reconstruction of the earth’s temperature

Temperature anomaly (°C)

Moberg et al. (2005)



Another reconstruction

Mann et al. (1999)



Continental drift



Present positions

The positions influence the general circulation and hence the climate



Milankovich cycle

The earth’s orbit varies from circular to elliptic.



Milankovich cycle



Variation in the solar constant (!)

The solar constant is the amount of energy received

at the top of the atmosphere



Vulcanous



Lower temperature



CO2 in the atmosphere

Lower amounts during summer due to biological activity.
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Temperature – Carbon dioxide



GCM(general circulation model)
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Resolution

Global model Regional model



Global mean temp. until 2100

Deviation from 1990’s mean global temperature 



Change in mean temp. until 2100



Yearly mean temp.

1961-1990 1971-2100
measurements model



Winter temperatures

1961-1990 1971-2100
measurements model



Length of snow period



Changes in sea level

The largest effect is 

due to thermal 

expansion

Deviation from 1990’s mean seal level height



Changes in precipitation



Effects on trees

Today 2CO2



Number of tropical hurricanes in US

Total

Severe



Cost of tropical hurricanes in US

Bilion $



CO2 emission per capita



Ocean circulation


